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Abstract. Laser welding technology is applied to many types of welded joints. The 

determination of the influence of technological parameters on the properties of 

resulting joint is a significant problem for technologists. Numerical estimation of the 

shape of the weld and its deformation is important in the initial stage of construction 

design. The paper concerns computer analysis of thermal and mechanical phenomena 

in laser welded lap joint made of austenitic steel. Three dimensional discrete model of 

analyzed lap joint is created in Abaqus FEA engineering software. Numerical analysis 

takes into account temperature dependent thermomechanical properties of austenitic 

steel. The movable heat source power distribution is modelled using Gaussian 

distribution. Computational model takes into account the gap between the joined 

plates. Temperature distribution in analysed joints is presented on the basis of 

performed numerical simulations. The shape and size of the fusion zone as well as 

deformation of the joint are estimated. 
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1 Introduction 

The application of laser technology in the production process opened new possibilities for 

using of welding in many industries. The main advantage of using laser welding techniques 

is the increase of the efficiency of the welding process and the possibility of automation and 

robotization of the process [1-3]. Laser beam welding technology is currently widely used 

in the manufacture of innovative welded constructions [4-6]. However, this welding method 

is related to many new, unknown issues that designers must contend. The heat distribution 

is completely different in laser welding in comparison to conventional, well known electric 

arc processes [5, 7, 8]. Other important issue is welding deformation that occurs in welded 

elements. In available literature the deformation depends mainly on the amount of heat 

input to the material during welding processes [2, 9-11]. The use of a laser heat source 

significantly minimizes the impact of heat load on the weldment which contributes to 

smaller welding deformation [7, 8]. Laser beam welding is used to perform various types of 

joints, including lap joints [3, 4, 6]. Lap joints are used in many industries, including the 

automotive industry and the aerospace industry. 
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Recently, research centers and design offices use numerical methods to evaluate the 

accuracy of construction design at the initial stage of production process [12-14]. A proper 

mapping of the real process in a computational program and the assumption of appropriate 

mathematical and numerical models has a significant impact on the quality and reliability of 

obtained results [7, 8]. 

Numerical analysis of laser welding of lap joint made of austenitic steel X5CrNi18-10 is 

carried out in this study. Numerical calculations are performed in the Abaqus computational 

software on the basis of the use of finite element method (FEM). A three dimensional 

discrete model of the discussed system is developed with temperature dependent 

thermophysical properties of analyzed steel taken into account. In order to adapt the 

Abaqus for the simulation of welding processes the implementation of additional numerical 

subroutines is necessary. Subroutines are written in a FORTRAN programming language. 

The numerical subrotines allows to model a moveable heat sources with a specific power 

distribution. Appropriate contact conditions are assumed in the model at the interface 

between joined elements. Temperature distribution and size of the melted zone as well as 

stress state and deformation in the laser welded lap joint are estimated on the basis of 

performed numerical simulations. 

2 Numerical modeling of thermal and mechanical phenomena 
in Abaqus program 

The numerical analysis of the lap joint welding process in the Abaqus program is divided 

into two steps. The first step involves conducting numerical analysis of thermal 

phenomena. An analysis of mechanical phenomena is then performed on the basis of results 

obtained in the first step of calculations. Schema of the analysis is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Thermomechanical analysis diagram in Abaqus FEA 

2.1 Analysis of thermal phenomana 

The differential governing equation of temperature field in the Abaqus software is based on 

the energy conservation equation with Fourier’s law [8, 15]. Simulations are carried out in 

Lagrange’s coordinates, where coordinates of the center of heat source x=v∙t is defined for 

every time increment t [s], depending on the welding speed v [m/s]. Temperature field is 

expressed in the criterion of weighted residuals method as follows: 
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where  is a thermal conductivity [W/m
 
°C], U = U(T) is a internal energy [J/kg], qv is a 

laser beam heat source [W/m
3
], T = T(x,t) is a temperature [°C], qs is a boundary heat flux 

[W/m
2
], T is a variational function,  is a density [kg/m

3
], T = T(xα,t) is temperature [°C]. 

Equation (1) is completed by the initial condition 
0

:0 TTt  and boundary conditions 

of Dirichlet and Neumann type. Newton type condition with the heat loss due to 

convection, radiation and evaporation [16].  

During the thermal phenomena analysis of laser welding process of the lap joint, free 

contact between joined elements is assumed. Therefore, it is necessary to define the thermal 

contact between the joined elements [10, 17, 18]. The heat flow at the interface between the 

two bonded elements is described by the Fourier law taking account of the contact 

resistance rs. Applying the fourth type of boundary condition causes continuity of 

temperature distribution and heat flux [16]. The scheme of the considered system is shown 

in Figure 2. In the discussed system, two separate systems A and B were connected to the 

common temperature TC=Tot. 

 

Fig. 2. Scheme of the analysis of thermal phenomena taking into account the gap between the two 

elements  

The fourth type of boundary condition with the contact resistance rs included can be 

written as [17]: 
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where Tal, Tb are respectively the temperature in the areas A and B [
o
C], Ta0, Tb0 initial 

temperature in the area A and B [
o
C], t is time [s], αa, αb are coefficients of temperature 

equalization in areas A and B [m
2
/s], λa, λb are thermal conductivity of the area A and B 

[W/m
 o

C]. 

Fuzzy solidification front is assumed in the model [8]. Solidus and liquidus 

temperatures are set to TS=1400
o
C and TL=1455

o
C, whereas latent heat of fusion 

HL=26010
3 
J/kg. 

Modeling of the moveable welding source in the Abaqus is done using DFLUX 

subroutine. The most commonly adopted Gaussian heat source model is used in the 

research. The accepted model assumes a linear decrease of energy density along material 

penetration depth [19]. 
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where Q is a laser beam power [W], r0 is a beam radius [m], 
22 yxr  is actual 

radius [m], s is penetration depth [m], z is actual penetration [m]. 

2.2 Analysis of mechanical phenomana 

The mechanical analysis in elastic-plastic range is based on classic equilibrium equations, 

supplemented by constitutive relations [7, 20]: 

      (4) 

      (5) 

    (6) 

where σ = σ(σij) is stress tensor, xα describes location of considered point (material 

particle), ( ) is inner exhaustive product, D = D(T) is a tensor of temperature dependent 

material properties. 

The total strain is defined as a sum of elastic ε
e
, plastic ε

p
 and thermal ε

Th 
strains:  

      (7) 

Elastic strain is modelled using an isotropic Hooke's law, whereas plastic strain is 

calculated using plastic flow model obeying Huber-Misses plasticity condition [20]. 

In the case of numerical analysis of laser welding lap joint, it is necessary to define the 

mechanical interaction between two joined materials. As a result of mechanical 

interactions, the contact area of the two elements is deforming. Boundary conditions 

assumed in mechanical analysis are prescribed for preventing rigid body motion. 

3 Discrete model 

Three dimensional discrete model of analyzed lap joint is developed in Abaqus CAE 

software. The analyzed joint consists of two plates made of austenitic steel X5CrNi18-10 

whith dimensions 50x20x1.5 mm. The model assumes that the welded plates overlap on the 

length 25mm. Scheme of the analyzed system is shown in Figure 3. 
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Fig. 3. Scheme of analyzed system 

Perfect contact between the connected elements is assumed at the melted zone in the 

developed discrete model of the lap joint. Further, outside the melting zone, free contact 

between joined elements is assumed. The width of the melting zone at the welded plates is 

determined on the basis of pre-made simulation calculations. The gap between welded 

plates in the remaining area is 0.1 mm. The discrete model consists of 30.000 finite 

elements. Due to the high temperature gradient that occurs at the welding source activity 

zone the high density of the finite element mesh is assumed (Figure 4). 

 

Fig. 4. Discretization of analyzed domain 

Assumed thermomechanical properties of austenitic steel changing with temperature are 

presented in Figure 5 [8]. 

 



 
 

Fig. 5. Thermomechanical properties of X5CrNi18-10 stainless steel 

4 Results and discussion 

Numerical calculations of the laser welding process of lap joints are performed in the 

Abaqus simulation program. In calculations, the efficiency of the laser beam welding 

process is assumed on the basis of literature data as η = 75%. Process parameters assumed 

in calculations are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Process parameters used in computer simulations 

Laser beam power Welding speed Beam radius Penetration deep 

Q=1500 W v=0.7 m/min r0=1 mm s=4 mm 

 

In the case of the analysis of thermal phenomena with the free contact taken into 

account it is necessary to define the appropriate interaction condition. Thermal conductivity 

in the contact area of both elements must be defined The calculation program determines 

the conductivity as a function of the gap width [15]. 

Temperature field in analyzed joints are estimated on the basis of performed numerical 

simulations. Figure 6 shows the temperature field in welded lap joint, while Figure 7 shows 

distribution of temperature field in the cross-sectional area. In these figures the solid line 

indicates the boundaries of the melting zone. 



 

Fig. 6. Numerically estimated temperature field in laser welded lap joint 

 

 

Fig. 7. Temperature field in cross section of the welded lap joint 

On the basis of obtained temperature distributions, the state of stress and displacement 

of welded elements is determined. The developed numerical model takes into account the 

mechanical boundary conditions (Fig. 8) for two analyzed cases and contact conditions 

between welded parts. 

 

Fig. 8. Mechanical boundary conditions 

Figure 9 shows the distribution of temporary and residual stresses for two different 

cases of support. The maximum value of residual stresses is about 170 MPa. 



 

Fig. 9. Stress distribution (von Misses) for different welded times and boundary conditions,  

a) temporary stresses, b) residual stresses 

From the analysis of results of reduced stress distributions for both cases of support it 

can be stated that stresses are almost identical in these cases. A completely different 

situation occurs in the case of displacement of the welded joint, presented in Fig. 10. 

 

 

Fig. 10. Numerically estimated deflection UY in laser welded lap joint for two case  



Assumed boundary conditions in Case A prevent free motion of the plate. In Case B, the 

free ends of the plate have the possibility to move which is reflected in the numerically 

estimated displacement presented in Fig. 10. 

Conclusions 

The paper presents an analysis of thermomechanical phenomena in welded laser lap joints 

using the Abaqus FEA software. The Abaqus has been completed by additional numerical 

subroutines allowing for a complete analysis of thermomechanical phenomena of the 

welding process. The appropriate contact conditions at the interface between joined 

elements are defined. The temperature distribution is determined in the lap joint. The 

melting zone, state of stress and welding deformation are estimated. The influence of the 

supporting method on stress and deformation of the joint is analyzed. In analyzed support 

cases the impact on the state of stress was relatively small (Fig. 9). Significant differences 

occurred in the fields of displacement (Fig. 10). Numerical simulations show that the 

developed numerical model can be a useful tool for preliminary design of laser welded lap 

joint. 
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